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Short Description

Product Details:
Lian Li (PC-A6010-B, PC-A6010B) Aluminum Mid Tower Computer PC Case- Black

The best new mid-tower out there right now! Lian Li fixed all the flaws in the PC-65 and now offers this beauty!!

PC-6010 is the new member of the PC-A series, which has the same look as PC-A7010 and A7110, It is the updated vision from PC-60, which has
been the best selling product from Lian Li, PC-6010 has better thermal solution design, better silent solution design, and more user friendly! Lian
Li have always put a lot of effort on it's product with latest manufacture techniques. In some process, Lian Li still
asserted in using hand craft to in certain steps in production. Because of some unique techniques can't be replace by
machines, and it is how much effort Lian Li has put into it's product. User friendly is very important key in Lian Li
chassis. The external fixture, user interface, and the internal structure all has been test to meet Lian Li�s high quality
standard. PC-A6010 has fitted with protector on the edge, and all the sharp edge has been removed to protect user's
hand!

Features:

Minimalism Style, unlike other chassis, Just Simple and Clean shape! Using 1.5mm to 1.2mm thick aluminum panel formed to this unique
design in hair-line brushed anodized aluminum metallic finishing, with freedom to setting up the hardware layout.
The modularized parts can be removed, and more freedom for user who want to modify the case to suit their needs

PC-A6010 have very simple and functional thermal design, intake the cold air from the front, and exhaust the hot air at the rear.

Silent Solution:

To make the system silent, and at the same time, to keep it cool, PC-A6010 features two large size case fans, 140mm & a 120mm ball-
bearing fans which runs at 100RPM, and they both can be adjust by a three speed fan controller : 140mm(800~980~1180RPM,
120mm(1020~1240~1500RPM)
Factory setting as mid speed, user can adjust the speed to suit.

The three-speed fan controller is inside the front panel, and it is easy to use.

There are a jointer for join the front panel to the chassis, for easy removal and attachment of the front panel. And it will also low the
vibration noise.
PC-A6010 features Lian Li patented Anti-vibration HDD cage, which allow user to fit four of 3.5" HDD. It is easy to use, no tool required,
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simply using the special thumb screw to secure the anti-vibration rubber ring to the HDD, and slide the HDD into the cage.
There are anti-vibration spring kit on the chassis to reduce the noise which cause by the vibration.

Thermal Solution:

There is a 140mm ball-bearing intake fan to input cold air into the chassis, it can move a lot of air volume, with a three-speed fan speed
controller, it can be adjusted from 800 to 980 to 1180 RPM. Factory setting to mid speed at 980RPM, user can adjust the fan speed to
suit.
There is a 120mm fan in a fan duct module, it can exhaust the hot air out to keep the system cold. it can be adjust by the three-speed fan
controller, which is (1020 to 1240 to 1500RPM), factory setting to mid speed at 1240RPM, user can adjust the speed to suit.

User Friendly:

PC-A6010's top cover can be removed, simply unscrew the four fixing screws, the top cover can be removed, Ideal for modding project!

PC-A6010 features slide out motherboard tray, user can install motherboard on the table top, and no more working in the tide space.

Rear 120mm exhaust fan module is mounted on the slide out motherboard, user can remove it for clean and service.

The intake fan has fitted with an air filter, which will stop the dust to enter chassis. It is easy to clean, simply rinse with water to remove
the dust.
Slide out power supply mounting design, allow user to slide in/ out the power supply through the rear of the chassis, there is no need to
remove the motherboard or other components before remove the power supply.
PC-6010 features Lian Li patented HDD kit, which use no tool, simple use the special made thumb screws with rubber ring to mount the
HDD to the HDD cage.
The HDD cage can be rotate 180 degree, allow the HDD cage to face another side of the chassis, user can hide the cable and connector
to the right side of the chassis.
PC-a6010's front panel can be easy remove, and all the switch and wire are mounted on the chassis, therefore user won't pull out the
cable while remove the front panel.
There are protector install in the inside panels to protect user's hand.

OPTIONAL power supply extension mounting kit. User can use longer power supply with PC-A6010.

Multi-media ports� connectors follow international specification standard, with one connector for easy installation

Audio supports HD Audio and AC97 Audio design for batter compatibility.

Specifications:

Model PC-A6010 

Case Type Mid Tower 

Dimensions 210 x 450x 490mm ( W, H, D) 

Front bezel Material Aluminum 

Color Silver / Black 

Side Panel Plain 

Body Material Aluminum 

Net Weight  

5.25" drive bay (External) 4 

3.5" drive bay (External) 1 

3.5" drive bay (Internal) 4 

Expansion Slot 7 

Motherboard ATX, M-ATX 

System Fan (Front) 14cm Ball-Bearing x 1 @800-900-1200RPM, factory set to mid speed @900RPM 

System Fan (Top)  

System Fan (Rear) 12cm Ball Bearing x1 @1024-1240-1500RPM factory set to mid speed @ 900 RPM 

I/O Ports USB2.0x2, IEEE1394x1, HD+AC97 Audio 
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A power supply is not included. To purchase a power supply please select from the list below. You can also make this case uniquely yours by
using our custom case modification services. Just scroll to the bottom and choose from a variety of options.

Description

Product Details:
Lian Li (PC-A6010-B, PC-A6010B) Aluminum Mid Tower Computer PC Case- Black

The best new mid-tower out there right now! Lian Li fixed all the flaws in the PC-65 and now offers this beauty!!

PC-6010 is the new member of the PC-A series, which has the same look as PC-A7010 and A7110, It is the updated vision from PC-60, which has
been the best selling product from Lian Li, PC-6010 has better thermal solution design, better silent solution design, and more user friendly! Lian
Li have always put a lot of effort on it's product with latest manufacture techniques. In some process, Lian Li still
asserted in using hand craft to in certain steps in production. Because of some unique techniques can't be replace by
machines, and it is how much effort Lian Li has put into it's product. User friendly is very important key in Lian Li
chassis. The external fixture, user interface, and the internal structure all has been test to meet Lian Li�s high quality
standard. PC-A6010 has fitted with protector on the edge, and all the sharp edge has been removed to protect user's
hand!

Features:

Minimalism Style, unlike other chassis, Just Simple and Clean shape! Using 1.5mm to 1.2mm thick aluminum panel formed to this unique
design in hair-line brushed anodized aluminum metallic finishing, with freedom to setting up the hardware layout.
The modularized parts can be removed, and more freedom for user who want to modify the case to suit their needs

PC-A6010 have very simple and functional thermal design, intake the cold air from the front, and exhaust the hot air at the rear.

Silent Solution:

To make the system silent, and at the same time, to keep it cool, PC-A6010 features two large size case fans, 140mm & a 120mm ball-
bearing fans which runs at 100RPM, and they both can be adjust by a three speed fan controller : 140mm(800~980~1180RPM,
120mm(1020~1240~1500RPM)
Factory setting as mid speed, user can adjust the speed to suit.

The three-speed fan controller is inside the front panel, and it is easy to use.

There are a jointer for join the front panel to the chassis, for easy removal and attachment of the front panel. And it will also low the
vibration noise.
PC-A6010 features Lian Li patented Anti-vibration HDD cage, which allow user to fit four of 3.5" HDD. It is easy to use, no tool required,
simply using the special thumb screw to secure the anti-vibration rubber ring to the HDD, and slide the HDD into the cage.
There are anti-vibration spring kit on the chassis to reduce the noise which cause by the vibration.

Thermal Solution:

There is a 140mm ball-bearing intake fan to input cold air into the chassis, it can move a lot of air volume, with a three-speed fan speed
controller, it can be adjusted from 800 to 980 to 1180 RPM. Factory setting to mid speed at 980RPM, user can adjust the fan speed to
suit.
There is a 120mm fan in a fan duct module, it can exhaust the hot air out to keep the system cold. it can be adjust by the three-speed fan
controller, which is (1020 to 1240 to 1500RPM), factory setting to mid speed at 1240RPM, user can adjust the speed to suit.

User Friendly:

PC-A6010's top cover can be removed, simply unscrew the four fixing screws, the top cover can be removed, Ideal for modding project!

PC-A6010 features slide out motherboard tray, user can install motherboard on the table top, and no more working in the tide space.

Rear 120mm exhaust fan module is mounted on the slide out motherboard, user can remove it for clean and service.

The intake fan has fitted with an air filter, which will stop the dust to enter chassis. It is easy to clean, simply rinse with water to remove
the dust.
Slide out power supply mounting design, allow user to slide in/ out the power supply through the rear of the chassis, there is no need to
remove the motherboard or other components before remove the power supply.
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PC-6010 features Lian Li patented HDD kit, which use no tool, simple use the special made thumb screws with rubber ring to mount the
HDD to the HDD cage.
The HDD cage can be rotate 180 degree, allow the HDD cage to face another side of the chassis, user can hide the cable and connector
to the right side of the chassis.
PC-a6010's front panel can be easy remove, and all the switch and wire are mounted on the chassis, therefore user won't pull out the
cable while remove the front panel.
There are protector install in the inside panels to protect user's hand.

OPTIONAL power supply extension mounting kit. User can use longer power supply with PC-A6010.

Multi-media ports� connectors follow international specification standard, with one connector for easy installation

Audio supports HD Audio and AC97 Audio design for batter compatibility.

Specifications:

Model PC-A6010 

Case Type Mid Tower 

Dimensions 210 x 450x 490mm ( W, H, D) 

Front bezel Material Aluminum 

Color Silver / Black 

Side Panel Plain 

Body Material Aluminum 

Net Weight  

5.25" drive bay (External) 4 

3.5" drive bay (External) 1 

3.5" drive bay (Internal) 4 

Expansion Slot 7 

Motherboard ATX, M-ATX 

System Fan (Front) 14cm Ball-Bearing x 1 @800-900-1200RPM, factory set to mid speed @900RPM 

System Fan (Top)  

System Fan (Rear) 12cm Ball Bearing x1 @1024-1240-1500RPM factory set to mid speed @ 900 RPM 

I/O Ports USB2.0x2, IEEE1394x1, HD+AC97 Audio 

A power supply is not included. To purchase a power supply please select from the list below. You can also make this case uniquely yours by
using our custom case modification services. Just scroll to the bottom and choose from a variety of options.

Additional Information

Brand Lian-Li

SKU PC-A6010B

Weight 30.0000
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